
 

 

Chapter 1 Learning Objectives 

1.            In the early people groups of the Americas, most of the economy was agricultural 

and trade-based, although no two groups would rely on one another for essential items. 

All found it very important to grow sufficient food for its people, which is why 

agriculture was the forefront and base of the economy inside of each particular group. 

Once a steady supply of food had been established, the societies would shift their focus to 

trade with other people groups, creating decorative objects, and developing ceremonies 

specific to their culture and lifestyle. All successful societies achieved in agriculture 

before reaching their peak, and each seemed to fall after population grew faster than food 

supply. The Chaco Canyon was a major trade center, as well as the City of the Sun, also 

known as a religious focal point. Government was organized and ruled by individual 

city-states, who would often wage war on one another- paired with a decline in food 

supply, this caused the downfall of many major cities.  Many different calendars were 

created by these groups: an accurate sun calendar made by the Cahokians, a calendar 

based on when the world would be destroyed by the Aztecs. Religious beliefs varied 

throughout the people groups and time periods. A feathered serpent figure was present in 

Central Mexico around 300 BCE, later “eaten” by the Aztec god of war, represented by 

an eagle during the twelfth century. Many neighboring groups’ citizens were sacrificed to 

him- he demanded much blood.  The Aztecs organized society by classes of warriors, 

merchants, priests, commoners, and at the bottom, slaves.  

2.      Early Europe was made up of many small countries that frequently fought, and society 

was also based primarily on agriculture. Most civilians were farmers that lived in villages 



 

 

and shared in farming with others to ensure a solid supply. Hunting was replaced by 

raising livestock for meat. Men worked in the fields and women mostly did household 

chores and cared for the children, along with assisting men in planting and harvesting. 

The culture was male-dominated in most aspects, especially in politics, where a woman 

could only achieve success through family. However, females were considered the 

leaders of the household and did hold power over servants and children. European 

children were harshly controlled by their parents. The Catholic church was directed by an 

entirely male clergy and led by the Pope. Christianity was the main faith system at the 

time, though many followed local faiths that the Church attempted to rid of. 

Non-Christians, or heathens, were often enslaved. Social classes were often organized in 

hierarchies: at the top, a few powerful families, at the bottom, slaves whom were rarely 

European. Europeans would be held in other ways, such as serfdom that bonded them to 

land or to a wealthy owner. The Europeans traded heavily with China along the Silk 

Road, although their exchange wasn’t only goods: the Black Plague was brought to 

Europe, killing an estimated ⅓ of the population between 1346 and the 1370’s. This 

brought turmoil in all areas of European life, killing farmers and workers of many trades, 

including those in the clergy and political figures. The Hundred Years war took place 

within the same period and only brought more destruction on Europe’s society, especially 

in the area of trade. The fighting interrupted trading routes, so a triangular sail was 

developed to more easily maneuver between lands. After the war, political leaders raised 

taxes and began to concentrate their power.  Moveable type and the printing press 

revolutionized people’s knowledge about the known world; books encouraged 



 

 

exploration and seeking more than their current ground, moving Europe into a much 

more prosperous period. 

3. As previously noted, printing presses made available much knowledge that encouraged 

many people to explore outside of their known land. Some Europeans were losing their 

faith in the Catholic church, so it sought other ways to grow; converting “heathens” from 

foreign countries. Trading boomed, and a hunger for African and Asian goods spread 

through the countries, especially for spices, thought to have great healing abilities. These 

were sought after due to their rarity and high price: no one knew the origin of what they 

were buying. Having these products greatly boosted a country’s standing in relation to 

others.  

4.      Columbus wrongly guessed the size of the earth; he argued that sailing west to Asia 

would be easier than sailing around Africa’s southern tip and was rejected by Portuguese 

royalty to fund his trip. Spanish royalty agreed, and Columbus sailed to modern-day 

Cuba and Hispaniola, mistaking the land for India and naming the natives “Indians”. 

Columbus began to notice the natives giving him answers that he wished to hear and 

mistrusted them. He also took note of the exotic birds and plants he believed could be 

used for dyes and medicines in Europe, and of the people he wished to convert to 

Christianity and use for servants. This set the tone for many years to come: Europeans 

using American resources- including humans- for their own gain, dividing the native 

people into groups of “good” and “bad”. Even before Columbus had died, other explorers 

knew he had never reached Asia. Most explorers after him learned that there was no 

Northwest Passage through the Americas. Columbus’ expectations had a huge effect on 



 

 

settlers’ expectations as well: European’s practically plowed the land for resources and 

removed and enslaved the natives.  

5.      Spanish colonies had three major, important aspects: the Crown, a hierarchical 

government system to tightly control the colonies, a male population to reproduce with 

Indian and African women, thus creating a mixed blood population, and wealth based on 

imported slaves from Africa. A colonial priest made an attempt to stop the slavery, giving 

Indians relative freedom, but it continued with Africans. The Roman Catholic church 

began to level Aztec and other religious temples, building huge cathedrals and 

monasteries in their place. Christianity was slowly assimilated into the minds of the 

natives, and many converted. Eventually, through trade with other nations, Spain’s 

economy collapsed after a sudden influx of wealth and fast inflation. Spain’s ventures 

brought destruction on itself in the end.  

6.      The Columbian Exchange caused those in the included to gradually change their diet 

to one far more plentiful and nutritious, consequently doubling the world’s population 

over the next three centuries. 60% of current crops were originally grown in the 

Americas. Europe and Africa carried diseases to the Americas, mowing down the 

population quickly by an estimated 90 percent. Waves of disease would often be the 

downfall of the people groups; survivors of the first hit would be weakened and 

unprepared for the second and third or would be devastated by natural disaster combined 

with the disease. The death of so many people allowed European settlers to begin 

settlements without conflict in these areas, although the native peoples of the Americas 

returned syphilis to the Europeans, which spread vastly and reached Asia. The slave trade 



 

 

and sugar demand were closely intertwined in Europe, and horses became a huge 

economic point in the Americas, used to measure wealth and for war and eventually 

replacing agriculture altogether. Tobacco, imported from the Americas, was popularized 

throughout Europe and was not discovered harmful until the 20th century. Both what was 

known to be traveling with the explorers and what was unknown had huge effects on 

where they took it. 

7.      Europeans began to exploit corn early in their ventures, realizing its ability to grow in 

many places and to provide more calories than wheat. Corn is still widely grown in the 

world today, and many products besides food use it as an ingredient. The English 

discovered a cheap source of protein, fish, in the waters of Newfoundland, which soon 

became an economic hotspot. Natives of America began to rely heavily on Europeans for 

food and goods in exchange for their furs, which wiped beavers out in some areas, 

leading to soil erosion from lack of dams and eventually deforestation by the settlers.  

8.      A primary reason for Europe wanting to colonize the Americas was sugar and a few 

other natural resources, along with competition with Spain. The first attempt at 

colonization, in modern day North Carolina, resulted in missing pioneers that remains a 

mystery. Many other attempts by neighboring nations were shot down by hostile natives 

or attacks from Spanish soldiers. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1.      There was much more involved in shaping our current way of life and culture than the 

European immigrants. Many economies, diets, traditions and styles blended to create the 

America we know today.  

2.      Much like urban America, change was a consistency that shaped the way we live now. 

Trends, language styles, and many other factors would shift and mold to the people’s 

lifestyles.  

3.      European settlers did much more harm than good in native American’s lives. Even, on 

rare occasion, when their intent was good, they brought diseases and destruction upon 

native lands and cultures.  

4.      Competition was a very big motivation for Europe’s attempts to colonize the states. 

Europe wanted to take control of the new found land before Spain could.  

5.      Europe’s tries to bring Christianity to the “heathens” was a good example of Europe’s 

thinking: they believed that the native people groups were far lower on the totem pole to 

them. This was made very clear when Europeans enslaved them and made them almost 

inhuman to justify this belief.  

 

 

 

Word: fruitful 

Support: “ The vegetable crops of the 

Americas—particularly maize, beans, squash, 

cassava, and potatoes—were more nutritious 

Word: ravaging 

“Overall, historians estimate that the 

long-term effects of the alien microorganisms 

could have reduced the precontact American 



 

 

and produced higher yields than those of 

Europe and Africa, such as wheat, millet, and 

rye. In time, native peoples learned to raise 

and consume European livestock, and 

Europeans and Africans became accustomed 

to planting and eating American crops. The 

diets of all three peoples were consequently 

vastly enriched.” (page 24) 

population by as much as 90 percent.” (page 

24) 

“When Columbus landed on Hispaniola in 

1492, approximately half a million people 

resided there. Fifty years later, that island had 

fewer than two thousand native inhabitants. 

Within thirty years of the first landfall at 

Guanahaní, not one Taíno survived in the 

Bahamas.” (page 23) 

 

Word: inconsiderate 

“Although Europeans were not subjected to 

perpetual slavery, Christian doctrine 

permitted the enslavement of ‘heathens’ 

(non-Christians) [...]” (page 13) 

Word: consequential  

“The Europeans' demand for furs, especially 

beaver, was matched by the Indians' desire for 

European goods that could make their lives 

easier and establish their superiority over their 

neighbors. Some bands began to concentrate 

so completely on trapping for the European 

market that they abandoned their traditional 

economies and became partially dependent on 

others for food. The intensive trade in pelts 

also had serious ecological consequences. In 



 

 

some regions, beavers were wiped out. The 

disappearance of their dams led to soil 

erosion, which increased when European 

settlers cleared forests for farmland in later 

decades.” (page 28) 

 

 

1)     John Cabot was a European explorer given credit for discovering America and for 

claiming the northern coastline as England’s land. Cabot’s, Columbus’, and their 

preceders’ voyages began the process of uniting the hemispheres into one globe instead 

of one earth.  

2)      No one voyager had quite the influence Columbus had on America, although he never 

realized he had not found Asia. He showed Europe many new medicines and dyes and 

foods they had never before seen, changing their way of life. Columbus’ journey paved 

the way for many to come.  

3)      Harriot’s Briefe and True Report, written by scientist Thomas Harriot, advised that 

explorers treat native populations with more respect, and let Europeans know of the 

unfair treatment and exploitation of goods. He also forewarned of fighting back from the 

Americans, but reassured that Europe would come out victorious.  


